
Chapter 227:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

SELL   TREASURES, HUGE WEALTH

First, Lu Yuan put away everything. Too many people here watched. Lu Yuan didn't like it very
much. He planned to check it carefully after he went back.

He turned his head to look at Ye Ye and Xiao Bai, and smiled:

"let's go."

Ye Ye nodded calmly: "Yeah."

A black light flashed in front of her, Ye Tian Mandrill appeared, spread its wings, and let out a roar.

The surrounding genetic warriors were startled by Ye Tian Mandrill's aura, and took a few steps

back.

The three of Lu Yuan got on the back of Ye Tian Mandrill, um... Now Ye Tian Mandrill is used to

being ridden by Lu Yuan.

Then Ye Tian Mandrill rose into the sky and left the square.

The remaining genetic warriors looked at the direction Ye Tian Mandrill had left and talked a lot,
and then turned and left.

It is foreseeable that the news about this Luyuan Challenge will be passed on soon.

After all, the substitution of No. 1 on the Tianjiao list is not a big news for the entire Baiyun Star

Region.

This of course has nothing to do with the current Lu Yuan.

After he left with Ye Ye and Amy, they first met Ye Ye's request and went to a dinner party to
celebrate. Although Lu Yuan knew Ye Ye was greedy, he still satisfied Ye Ye.

After the three separated, Lu Yuan returned to the room he had rented.

He then took out the various treasures before and checked them carefully.
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The wild blood spirit fruit was used directly by Lu Yuan, and the effect was very good. The increase
in physical fitness was almost the same as the blessing brought by a king-level transcendent gene.

The Essence of Starry Sky enhances mental power, and the effect is similar to that of Wild Blood

Spirit Fruit. It is also similar to the blessing of King- level Transcendent Gene, and of course it is
more spiritual.

For Tier 5 imperial weapons, Lu Yuan naturally chose weapons.

For genetic warriors, weapons are always the most important, followed by armor or robes, and then
others.

As for the imperial supernatural gene, Lu Yuan looked at the message, his eyes widened slightly, a
little surprised.

This is a somewhat magical transcendent gene called the Shadow Legion.

It is the ability to condense shadow clones by using the power of darkness.

The avatar's strength is almost only one-tenth of that of the body, but the number that can be
condensed is quite a lot.

How much it can condense at most is related to its own spiritual power and spiritual power.

If the spiritual power is not enough to control, if the spiritual power is not enough, then it will be
completely unable to gather together.

For Lu Yuan, this combat technique seemed very powerful.

After all, Lu Yuan's own strength was already quite strong, and his one-tenth combat skill was
almost the same as the strength of several king genes inscribed at the same level.

After all, the current Lu Yuan had burned all of his royal genes, and he had basically finished his
tempering.

If he condenses the shadow legion clones, it is equivalent to obtaining a batch of top 30 clones in

the ranks of Tianjiao.

And Lu Yuan's spiritual power is unlimited, even if it is consumed, it can be quickly replenished.
As long as the spirit is strong enough, the number of clones that can be condensed will be terrible.

The most important thing is that the clone can do a lot of things, and there are some things that Lu
Yuan may do on his own. It might be good if there is a clone to help.



this…

To be honest, Lu Yuan was moved a little bit.

The combat skill of Shadow Legion seems to be more applicable than Wind and Thunder Fury?

He originally planned to record Fury of Wind and Thunder, in this case, his explosive ability can be
greatly improved, and the single attack will become very powerful.

But if the Shadow Legion was burned, then his frontal eruption ability should not be as good as
Wind and Thunder Fury, but overall it was even more weird and changeable.

These two combat skills seem to be good...

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed, and some didn't know which one to burn.

Oh, there is also a frozen coffin in front of it...

Lu Yuan didn't even consider the body of Tianlei.

It's hard to choose...

It would be great if there are many blank gene chains.

Lu Yuan couldn't help sighing.

Then he planned to leave it alone, and wait until he breaks through.

Putting away all the extraordinary genes, Lu Yuan looked at other items again.

Five hundred purple heart fruits, plus the ones that Lu Yuan had had before, there were almost a
thousand in their early years, equivalent to more than one million sixth-order spirit crystals, which
was a lot of resources.

It was almost possible to temper a supernatural emperor gene that was not particularly powerful, but
for Lu Yuan who possessed the sacred light, it was not half tempered.

Put it away first. If you don’t have enough Spirit Strengthening Gene Liquid, you can use this to
make up for it. If there is something redundant, then sell it to Amy and the others.

There is also a fifth-order detachment crystal.

This is very precious, the higher the level of the breakaway crystal, the less the quantity, the more
precious it is naturally. This is a good thing for life, Lu Yuan holds it himself.



Other than that, there seems to be nothing left.

In general, Lu Yuan can say that he has made a lot of blood this time when he hit the top of the
Tianjiao list.

Almost earned the appearance of more than 20 million sixth-order spirit crystals.

By the way... it's time to auction treasures.

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up, thinking that he was free of intermediary fees, he hurriedly left the residence,
and then went to the Baiyun City Auction House.

After sending all the treasures stored in his war pattern space, Lu Yuan was still a little dissatisfied,
and went to the Aier Machinery Ruins again, took out all the treasures in this core area little by little,
and then sent them for the pictures.

The treasures in the core area of   the central floating city of the entire El Machinery Ruins add
up to a reserve price of more than one billion Tier 5 Spirit Crystals.

If there is an intermediary fee, then at least a blood loss of more than 100 million.

Baiyun City’s auction house has two auction modes. One is instant auction, which is similar to Red
Maple Empire’s online shopping mall. The auction will be posted on the same day. The auction time
can be set freely. The highest buy-in price can be set and won at one time. All are in auction. All the
genetic warriors in line can check the information of the sent lot through the light curtain for the first
time, um...the sender can hide the information.

Almost all the forces in the Baiyun Star Territory have dedicated personnel here to take pictures of
useful treasures.

Another type of auction is a centralized auction. This kind of auction is the same as the original city
of Shayan City. After the auction is sent, customers will come to auction at a centralized bid.

The items sent for auction in this kind of auction are quite precious treasures. Generally, treasures
above the King level are eligible to be sent for auction, and participation in the auction also requires
a certain amount of funds and qualifications.

Naturally, Lu Yuan chose the real-time auction. He only had to send things to the construct for
auction, and then set up an auction with a two-month origin time. At that time, whoever bids higher
will go to whoever bids more. Of course, if you just take a sip Price, then there is no need to wait
two months.

Although Lu Yuan sent a lot of treasures, Baiyun City itself was the largest city of origin in

Baiyunzhou. Lu Yuan didn't worry that no one could eat so many treasures.



When such things are thrown into the market, there is almost a splash of water.

After that, Lu Yuan thought for a while, and used the King of Machinery to control a large number
of mechanical guards in the El Mechanical Ruins, and emptied the Tier 1 and Tier 2 treasures in the
entire El Mechanical Ruins.

Put these treasures into Baiyun City Auction House in batches for real-time auction. For these
treasures, the auction time set by Lu Yuan is not so long. They are all set for a week, and the price
is set low, which is equivalent to a small profit. Overselling.

In order to auction off all the treasures in the entire El Mechanical Ruins, Lu Yuan had been busy
for nearly a month.

In this month, many of the first-order and second-order treasures that were auctioned before have
been sold, after all, the price set by Lu Yuan was very affordable.

Although they are all first-order and second-order treasures, each unit price is actually only tens of
thousands, or even hundreds of thousands of first- order and second-order spirit crystals, but the
number is huge.

In total, Lu Yuan also harvested nearly 900 million Tier 5 spirit crystals.

This wealth is simply terrifying, and it is not considered the most precious Tier 3 treasure auctioned

by Lu Yuan.

This shows how good the benefits of free agency fees are.

If you want to charge 10 intermediary fees, then you will get 90 million Tier 5 spiritual crystal

intermediary fees. Many warlords don't even talk about deposits, and they may not even have so
much income in their lifetime.

This is all the money that Lu Yuan saved by himself!

During the night, Amy and Si Tingxue asked Lu Yuan to help them also auction some things. After
all, they could save some intermediary fees.

Naturally, Lu Yuan didn't mind, even Li Qinghe, Si Tingyu and Shuangyue returned to Baiyun City

from the upper layers of the land of origin, and sent some king-level or even royal-level things they
had obtained to Lu Yuan.

Li Qinghe also kissed Lu Yuan on the cheek, saying it was a reward.



The Si Tingyu at the side had a very strange expression, while Shuangyue had been making fun of
Li Qinghe and told Li Qinghe to have the ability to kiss him. Then Li Qinghe became angry and
chased Shuangyue.

Lu Yuan found that Shuangyue looked elegant, but in fact she was bolder than Li Qinghe. He was
someone who could play with Li Qinghe. As for Lu Yuan's mentor, no matter what, he was serious.

It's a pity that after sending so many photos, only Li Qinghe was willing to give Lu Yuan a face,
and no one else expressed this, which made Lu Yuan a little sad.

He even wondered if he wanted to hint?

But after thinking about it, Lu Yuan still shook his head. He was not that kind of low-level fun.

In addition to Li Qinghe and the others, the Li family, Shuangyue's Jade family, Tianluo family,
and many of the Si family have to ask Lu Yuan to send them a photo.

In addition to the war emperor families like the Li family, Lu Yuan also sent his familiar friends,
such as McGonagall, Yang Ping family’s stuff, and the total value of the things they sent was not as
good as Lu Yuan’s previous income. , Lu Yuan didn't ask them for intermediary fees, and didn't
make any money. He just treated his friends as a favor.

The Li family still gave Lu Yuan a part of the benefits, and Lu Yuan did not pretend to be
sentimental, so he just accepted it.

As for the others, Lu Yuan doesn't lack these spirit crystals now, and he doesn't bother to send them
one by one, wasting time to earn some intermediate fee.

With this time, he might as well cultivate well.

Lu Yuan returned to the martial arts training hall to practice after emptying out the treasures of the
Ayre Machinery Ruins.

As soon as he entered the gravity room, Lu Yuan felt like he was back home.

He sighed deeply, and then began to practice.

Another month later, all the treasures in the core area that Lu Yuan had previously sent for auction
were auctioned off, with a total income of more than 2 billion Tier 5 spirit crystals.

In addition to the 900 million fifth-order spirit crystals of Lu Yuan before, there will be almost 3
billion fifth-order spirit crystals in the income.



This is still a small part of Lu Yuan's most precious treasures, and Lu Yuan intends to sell credits in
the genius camp.

Of course, in addition to the harvest of these fifth-order spiritual crystals and the strengthening of
spiritual power gene liquid, there are always more than one billion fifth-order spiritual crystals,
which is more than 100 million sixth-order spiritual crystals.

It must be enough to cultivate to the King of War.

However, Lu Yuan still feels a little susceptible when he cultivates to the Emperor of War. After all,
when he reaches the Emperor of War, he has to evolve all his transcendent genes to the level of the
Emperor. If every gene of the Emperor wants to be tempered to perfection, he has to talk less. One
or two million seventh-order spiritual crystals, if it is the space system and the light system, there
are definitely more.

There are more than 100 million sixth-order spiritual crystals, and there are only more than 10
million seventh-order spiritual crystals, which is not necessarily enough.

Of course, if you use spirit crystals to make do, it should be almost the same, but the cultivation
speed is a bit slower.

Either it is time to buy a little more advanced spiritual artifacts, such as the seventh-order spirit
fruit.

Lu Yuan realized that he seemed to start earning more spirit crystals.

After another two months, Lu Yuan consumed nearly three million Tier 6 spirit crystals, finally
tempering the divine light to completion.

After the sacred light was tempered to completion, the white mist surged, and the fifth gene lock
emerged.

There are as many as sixty-two dense chains entangled together.

Lu Yuan was a little surprised, a full increase of more than three times compared to the 18 points he

had made when he broke through the Zhan Zun level before.

But Lu Yuan was relieved when he thought that all he had burned were royal genes.

He now has a full one hundred and sixty fourth-order rough stones, so he doesn't have to worry
about consumption at all.

He began to absorb one by one, breaking the chains.



When Lu Yuan broke all the chains, the white mist surged, and the gene chain of the King of War

appeared completely.

Lu Yuan felt his body relaxed for a while, and felt extremely comfortable.

This sublimation of life is more violent than any previous breakthrough.

Lu Yuan had always heard that the King of War and the Lord of War were two different concepts,
and even life had become completely different.

Now Lu Yuan was convinced that this was true.

He found that he was able to control his body very freely. He could control every part of his body
at will. Stomach movement speeded up absorption, fast heart beats increased blood flow, and so on.

Not only that, Lu Yuan's mind moved and found that he could fight gravity, UU reading

www.uukanshu.com floated up, he could fly by himself without combat skills or special abilities.

In addition, Lu Yuan’s strengths in all aspects have naturally increased to a certain extent. In
addition, there is also a blank gene chain that can burn a new extraordinary gene.

For this extraordinary gene, Lu Yuan had selected it after thinking about it during this period of
time.

Lu Yuan intends to choose the extraordinary genes of the Shadow Legion.

Although Feng Lei's Fury can greatly improve Lu Yuan's frontal explosive ability, to be honest, Lu
Yuan's current frontal combat power is already strong enough, and he also has a Bengtian Slash.
Although he has not yet cultivated to completion, he is an emperor. Grade-level spiritual skills can
also increase the explosion of a part of Lu Yuan, and they are a little more powerful than king-level
combat skills.

As long as Lu Yuan blessed the Earth Spirit Body, Heigang Jin, and unlocked all his hole cards, the
power of Beng Tian Zhan would become terrifying.

Relatively speaking, the Shadow Legion's abilities are even more bizarre, and it can do things that
Lu Yuan might not be able to do before, so that Lu Yuan's ability is more than just a choice of
frontal combat.

For example, I hide in the dark and constantly condense the clone to consume opponents. Anyway,
he has unlimited spiritual power, and the clone is not afraid of consumption, and can condense
infinitely.



If you encounter a very powerful enemy that you are not sure to defeat, use your clone to test the
opponent's combat skills, then consume the opponent's spiritual power, and finally give yourself a
fatal blow. This is also a good choice.

The clone can also search for intelligence. After all, the dark clone can be hidden in the shadows,
and it can also share sensory effects with Lu Yuan.

Various functions are more than just fighting.

As far as Lu Yuan looked right now, it was a more superior choice.
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